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Fitting t-tbar differential cross sections from arXiv:1407.0371, 7 TeV 2011 data, 4.6fb -1
Standard HERAPDF NLO settings using HERA-I data and 13 free parameters
sbar=dbar (as found in ATLAS epWZ), alphas=0.118, RTVFN scheme standard.
Top differential cross-section predictions at NLO from MCFM via Applgrid. Factorisation
and renormalisation scales= mass top.

Only mass t-tbar spectrum has some estimate of electroweak corrections.
Rapidity t-tbar and pt-op have also been tried, but not pt-t-tbar since the MCFM
calculation is effectiveky only LO for this.
There is information on both systematic and statistical correlations between these
spectra
Have tried various treatments for the correlations in order to fit 3-spectra at once
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Here are the normalised distributions
compared to various NLO PDFs.
HERAPDF with its softer high-x
gluon is doing quite well
EW corrections are not applied.
The data are the combined electron
and muon data supplied in Table V
of the paper
The p-values are calculated using
Nbins-1 (missing out the last bin) of
each spectrum because the spectra
are normalised.
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In the publication a total covariance matrix (Vij) for statistical and systematic errors
is provided for each spectrum separately. See Table VI. So we need to use this
form of the chisq

The problem with this format is that you can only use it for one spectrum at a time. Or
you have to assume there is no correlation between the spectra. But there MUST be
some statistical correlation at least and the paper does also give a correlation matrix in
TABLE XIII in the appendix, which provides correlations between the spectra
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Covariance matrices block diagonal – ie only within each spectrum
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There is also information on systematic correlations between the spectra in the form of
tables of a number,λ ,of common systematic errors, Δλ, for each data point i, that can be
used with the nuisance parameter form of the Chisq

Where this represents the uncorrelated
errors

These systematic sources λ are common between the spectra as well as within the
spectra so information on cross-correlations is provided.
The information on Δiλis given in a simplified form in TABLES III and IV where only the
main effects (λ= 16) are given and in an extended form (λ=53) in TABLES IX,X,XI,XII of
the appendix.
On closer examination it is not clear that Tables II,IV preserve sign information between
the data points for each systematic.
Tables IX,X,XI,XII do preserve sign information, but although they are presented for the
combined electron and muon data there are systematics given which relate ONLY to
muon or to electrons—it is not clear how to use this. However we can compare results
to fits using separate electron and muon data, with separate information on systematic
errors and statistical correlations and verify compatibility.
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Simplified for of systematic error information- but shifts for each data point are
always the same sign?
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Extended form of systematic shift
information preserves sign
information

But still distinguishes electron and
muon?
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However the nuisance parameter form of the Chisq above does not account for
statistical correlations so...
to use the FULL information including correlations between the spectra we need the
covariance form of the chisq BUT we split the covariance matrix into two pieces

Where the double sum goes over all data points for all spectra and the statistical part
Vij(stat) is provided in Table XIII whereas the systematic part has to be constructed from
the systematic shifts Δλ for all these data points.

Some cross-checks, BUT not ALL done on the latest published version of the
data
Within ATLAS we have had earlier versions of the information which gave us just the
Systematic parts of the covariance matrices
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First cross-check
When using the full error matrix Vij with correlations between the spectra the
systematic part of the Vij matrix must be constructed from the shifts
This should give the same result as the systematic covariance matrices that were
supplied by the authors for the block diagonal pieces
1.03 0.78 -0.97
0.78 0.95 -0.85
-0.97 -0.85 0.98

1.00 0.92 -0.99
0.92 1.00 -0.96
-0.99 -0.96 1.00

0.97 -0.94 -0.96 -0.80 -0.65
-0.94 1.00 0.90 0.68 0.53
-0.96 0.90 0.99 0.83 0.67
-0.80 0.68 0.83 0.84 0.75
-0.65 0.53 0.67 0.75 0.77

Similar not the same because the 53 error
sources were simplified down to make the
quoted matrices- see the paper- and also I
have symmetrised the 53 sources

1.00 -0.90 -0.92 -0.53 -0.37
-0.90 1.00 0.83 0.18 0.02
-0.92 0.83 1.00 0.32 0.15
-0.53 0.18 0.32 1.00 0.93
-0.37 0.02 0.15 0.93 1.00

0.93 0.49 -0.85 -0.92 -0.43 -0.003 0.18
0.49 0.87 -0.43 -0.76 -0.78 -0.56 -0.32
-0.85 -0.43 0.90 0.84 0.26 -0.15 -0.28
-0.92 -0.76 0.84 1.11 0.65 0.11 -0.13
-0.43 -0.78 0.26 0.65 0.86 0.66 0.36
-0.003 -0.56 -0.15 0.11 0.66 0.96 0.76
0.18 -0.32 -0.28 -0.13 0.36 0.76 0.77

1.00 0.40 -0.73 -0.68 -0.32 -0.01 0.20
0.44 1.00 -0.45 -0.42 -0.77 -0.63 -0.33
-0.73 -0.45 1.00 0.10 0.00 -0.11 -0.17
-0.68 -0.42 0.10 1.00 0.66 0.07 -0.25
-0.39 -0.77 0.00 0.66 1.00 0.70 0.29
-0.01 -0.63 -0.11 0.07 0.70 1.00 0.84
0.20 -0.33 -0.17 -0.25 0.29 0.84 1.00

If this doesn’t look to impressive to you then consider the next cross-check
We can compare using the block diagonal matrices supplied by the authors (ie no
systematic correlations between spectra) with using the nuisance parameter method
for systematics (which has systematic correlations between spectra)
In both cases the statistical errors are purely diagonal
In both cases we fit 4 mt-tbar points, 2 yt-tbar points and 6 pt-top points, rather than
5,3,7 to allow for the fact that the spectra are normalised (one less degree of freedom)
And we find that it makes very little difference—see next page.
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Block diag
Block diag

Introducing the off-diagonal systematic
correlations does make some difference
BUT not much
Block diag
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Next cross-check
How much difference does it make whether you use the statistical correlations or
not? Compare a fit to HERA data alone to a fit to HERA+top distributions, one using
only systematic correlations and the other using statistical correlations as well.
The plots below show the effect on the gluon—it does not seem to be overwhelming
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SO finally let’s look at the impact of the top data by comparing a fit to HERA data alone to a fit to
HERA data +top data. LATEST data BUT
Mass t-tbar, rapidity t-tbar and Pt-top,
with full statistical and systematic correlations. Impact moderate BUT slightly softer high-x gluon–
some tension with jet data– and modest decrease in absolute uncertainty
.
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To see impact of the top data better do fits with free αS(MZ)
Investigate variation of αS(MZ) using mass t-tbar, y t-tbar and pt-top simultaneously, with
statistical and systematic correlations accounted for including correlations between the
spectra
HERA alone gives
αS(MZ) =0.122\pm0.006
Add top data HERA+ top gives
αS(MZ) =0.1182\pm0.003

Top has some impact on αS(MZ)
But jets have MORE impact
HERA+2.76+7 TeV jets
αS(MZ) =0.1178\pm0.0018
And after that adding top
HERA+2.76+7TeV jets+top
αS(MZ) =0.1177\pm0.0017
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Approx NNLO Guzzi et al., DiffTop arXiv:1406.0386
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PDF constraints measurements of top-quark pair production
Full PDF fit at NNLO using HERAFitter, DGLAP parton evolution
Data in PDF fit:
- Deep Inelastic Scattering in ep collisions (combined HERA I [JHEP 1001:109 (2010)])
- CMS muon charge asymmetry in W production at √s=7 TeV (L=4.7 fb-1) [CMS Phys. Rew. D 90 (2014) 032004]
- Top-quark pair production:
CMS Collaboration, JHEP11 (2012) 067; CMS-PAS-TOP-12-007;

total cross sections: ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS-CONF-2012-024, ATLAS-CONF-2012-149;
CDF Collaboration, CDF Conference Note 9913 (2009).

differential cross sections √s=7 TeV: CMS Eur. Phys. J. C73 (2013) 2339; ATLAS [arXiv:1407.0371]
aNNLO prediction for ptT implemented via DiffTop in HERAFitter (arXiv:1406.0386), http://difftop.hepforge.org/

+top

no top

no top

Moderate improvement of the uncertainty on the gluon distribution for x > 0.1, as expected
significant change of the shape of the gluon distribution
Details of the analysis can be found in M. Guzzi, K. Lipka, S. Moch, arXiv:1406.0386
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